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ABSTRACT

The development of high quality software is the need of current technology driven world. Component Based Software Engineering (CBSE) has provided a cost effective, fast and modular approach for developing complex software. CBSE is mainly based on the concept of reusability. Apart from these CBSE has several advantages as well as challenges which are summarized in this paper. Large and complex software development requires management of reusable components and can be selected from component repository and assembled to obtain a working application. Development of components and their assembly is different from traditional softwares which leads to the need of new development paradigms for Component Based Systems (CBS). Software development life cycle (SDLC) provides planned and systematic arrangement of activities to be carried out to deliver high quality products within time and budget. This paper presents a comparative study of component based software development life cycle models with their strengths and weaknesses.
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INTRODUCTION

Software development process has evolved a long way from traditional waterfall model to highly manageable component oriented software. Initially softwares were developed from scratch using functional (procedural) approach. It was a top-down approach which breaks functional requirements into sub functions and building a program for functionality. Later a huge change in software industry came with the introduction of object oriented paradigms in early 1990s. Object Oriented Programming System (OOPS) provides a great control over data. Various features like abstraction, encapsulation, polymorphism, inheritance etc. were revolutionary advantages for software industry. They offer a bottom up approach for software development where the main focus was on data and entities rather than on functions. But some problems which are not addressed in OOPS were solved in AOSP (Aspect Oriented Software Programming) such as cross cutting concerns. Later Component Based Software Engineering (CBSE) evolved which focuses on reusability of
the previous effort done to build components. Each component represents a set of services which can be assembled with other components. Thus collection of such interactive components builds the whole software. Later we can add, replace or modify components according to our needs. This helps in reducing software crisis and delivers robust software products with faster delivery and reduced cost. Fig. 1 shows the evolution of SDLC that depicts how practitioners have switched to software modularity and software development is becoming more cohesive and scalable.

Component Based Software Engineering (CBSE) has gained popularity in last few decades because of increasing demand of complex and up to date software. It has provided a cost effective, fast and modular approach for developing complex software with reduced delivery time. Actively reusing designs or code allows taking advantage of the investment made on reusable components.

A component is defined by many researchers in many ways. According to Szyperski- “A software component is a unit of composition with contractually specified interfaces and explicit context dependencies only. A software component can be deployed independently and is subject to composition by third party”.

So we can say that a component is a black box, reusable software implementation that can be executed and interacts using well defined interfaces. Components are built to be reusable which makes development of further applications with similar functionalities much easier. Components are heterogeneous in nature in terms of programming languages and platform. Component based architecture provides flexibility to update or modify components and choose the best in class.

Organization of rest of the paper is as follows: Section II summarizes advantages of using CBSE for complex software development. Apart from advantages, CBSE introduces new challenges for the developers which are given in Section III in this paper. In Section IV and V, CBSE development life cycle models are given summarized.

Advantages of CBSE

With the evolution of CBSE, it is easy to manage and update large and complex software. While object oriented paradigms are not sufficient for present day software, CBSE provides a promising solution with following advantages as shown in Fig. 2:

- **Scalability**
  Components can be easily added, removed or updated. CBSE systems are highly scalable as more and more components with new functionality can be added easily. 

- **Enhanced Quality**
  As certification process is already completed for the developed components so the
final software is readily predicted to be of good quality. Several models have been proposed to evaluate quality in such systems3,4.

**Reduced Cost & Schedule**
As the components are reused, the cost and the time needed to develop new components are saved. The cost of component development is recovered after five successive reuses.

**Customization and Flexibility**
CBSE provides a set of adaptable components with predefined architecture. Application developers can purchase them from third party and customize and assemble them according to their specific requirements.

**Increased Maintainability**
CBS are more maintainable as it is easy to replace faulty components with their alternatives5.

**Reduced Risk**
Risk of software failure is reduced because of availability of various alternatives for a component with similar functionality. The advantages from CBSE are not limited to those described in above section. Several other inherent advantages are there for the developer as well as the user which makes CBSE a right choice for the future software products.

**CBSE Challenges**
Apart from advantages, CBSE introduces new challenges for the developers. Component based software products are completely dependent on efficient reusability and interaction between the heterogeneous components. Although the field of CBSE is heavily researched over last two decades but still there are some challenges6,7 which the practitioners have to face. Some of them are listed below:

**Heterogeneity of Components**
Components are heterogeneous in terms of programming language, platform, data structure, naming conventions etc. They are developed by third party at different platforms under different project plans. Any internal error in the component can lead to its failure leading to overall system failure and cannot be easily corrected due to the heterogeneous nature of components.

**Optimal Component Selection**
A promising and optimal set of components should be selected from component pool after system analysis and requirement engineering. Component selection is NP (Non – Deterministic Polynomial) hard problem which requires a lot of effort and soft computing based approaches. This has been an attractive research area for many researchers8,9.

**Expensive and Inadequate Component Testing**
Component testing is an expansive process as it involves construction of test drivers and stubs. Building and configuring separate stub and drivers for each component is a cumbersome task for testers. All possible combinations of available components are very difficult to test.

**Complex Interface Specification**
Each component has some interfaces through which it interacts with other components. Interface specifications are the entry points for defects. They need to be tested thoroughly. But the problem arises when these specifications are complex.

**Continuous Versioning**
Co-existence of different versions of a component with slight modifications creates challenge for testers to test all possible versions.

**Improper Working due to Application Level Changes**
Changes on the application or system level may affect overall working of CBS as the lifecycle of components and the application in which they are used are separate. There is a risk that this change introduced will cause system failure6.

**Component Configuration and Certification**
A component must have standard configuration and must have undergone well established certification policy. This develops faith in stakeholders of CBS. But there is a lack of procedures and standards for the same6.
Component Based Software Development Life Cycle Models

As stated earlier, CBSE is an approach of developing complex software applications by assembling reusable components from a variety of sources into a well-defined architecture. Traditional waterfall and iterative life cycle development models are not sufficient for CBS. So many researchers proposed various Component Based Software Development Life Cycle models over years. This section briefly summarizes some of these models.

The Y Model

Y model was proposed in 2005 by Luiz Fernando Capretz\textsuperscript{10}. Considering the concept of reusability, Y model separate the development of components. This model allows iteration and overlapping of stages. The model resembles the letter Y in English from where the name Y model came in existence. The model has three branches showing the main phases of development. Various phases are shown in Fig. 3. At intersection of three branches is the assembly phase. Assembly of reusable components can be done after domain engineering and frame working where reusable components and their interrelationships are identified in terms of application vocabulary. Parallel to domain engineering, system analysis and design phases are carried out. The results of system analysis and designing phase are useful for adapting the selected components according to the system design requirements. Next step is to assemble and implement the system that is composed of various reusable components glued together in a framework. Component testing and system testing is also an important phase to assure quality of final product.

Fig. 3: Y Model [10]

The V Model

Ivica Crnkovic (2005) et.al.\textsuperscript{11} distinguished evolutionary development models from that of traditional sequential models. They proposed a modified V model considering two aspects i.e. “component development” and “developing system from components”. They identified that component based development process is different from non-component based development and found the new problems that arise due to component selection and assembly. Fig. 4 shows the modified V model in which the unit design phase is replaced by component selection phase. Component development phase is independent of developing system from components and can be carried out in parallel. The developed reusable components are stored in component pool from where they can be selected after analysis and design phase is over.

Fig. 4: V Model for CBD [11]

The X Model

Fig. 4 shows X model that was proposed in 2008\textsuperscript{12,13}. The model contains four arms arranged in the shape of letter X of English alphabet and each arm represents different perspective of development.

Fig. 4: X Model [12,13]
At the intersection of these four arms is the Testable Component Repository (TCR). The upper left arm specifies the stages for development of components for reuse. Here the components are developed from scratch and stored in component repository. The lower left and lower right arms specify stages for development after modification and development without modifications respectively. Both arms select components from component repository and finally assemble them for Component based software development that is represented by upper right arm of the X model. X model provides scope for system development with component modification as well as without component modification with is shown in lower left and lower right arm of X model in Fig. 5.

**CBSD Dual Life Cycle Model**

Jason et. al. in\(^{14}\) proposed a dual life cycle model for CBD. This model coarsely divides the whole process into two parts i.e. component development and system development. The individual phases of each part are shown in Fig. 6. They also provided tenets of design science followed in successive phases of development. The component development is often carried out by third party commercial developers and they are developed in such a way that their architecture is well defined in terms of required inputs and outputs for proper functionality with other components. Component fabrication deals with testing the component in external environment to check its reusability. System development is divided into sub-phases namely: Requirement analysis, system and sub-system architecture, Component selection, cataloging and retrieval and finally assembly of components in a defined architecture is carried out. Component selection phase of system development is directly linked to component development part.

---

**Table 1: Various Cbs Development Models And Their Focus Area**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CBD Model</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Focus Area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y Model [10]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Reusability and Parallel Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W Model [16]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Verification And Validation, Separate Component And System Development.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This model promises the separation between the two types of development but lacks the concern for component modification and overall system verification and validation.

**The Knot Model**

In 2011, Knot model\(^\text{15}\) came into existence which was focused towards reusability, modularity and risk analysis. Fig. 7 shows the main phases and sub-phases of knot model. The main phases are: Development of New Component, Modification of Existing Component and Component Based Software Development. Out of these phases, modification of existing components is an iterative phase which deals with selecting the component from component pool, adapting and testing it according to system architecture and receiving feedback. The phase is repeated unless the selected component is fit for being assembled in the defined component framework. The efficiency of this model depends on the powerful implementation of Reusable Component Pool which is the pillar for all the phases. This model is easy to understand but selecting the appropriate component from reusable component pool is the most critical task on which the overall quality of the final product depends.

**W Model**

W model is a combination of two V models as shown in Fig. 8\(^\text{16}\). The left hand side represents component life cycle and the right hand side represents system lifecycle. It was proposed in 2011 and mainly focuses on Verification and Validation (V & V). The authors followed the standard CBD process and separated the life cycle of component development from system development. Component selection and adaptation step is the connecting link between two V models. V & V is considered at three levels in this model i.e. Component level, Compositional level and finally System level.

**Summary of Various CBD Models**

This section summarizes of all the models proposed for CBD on the basis of their focus area given in Table 1. This table clearly depicts that the aspect of reusability is of prime concern as depicted by Y and Knot Model. The second aspect that has got more attention is separation of development process of components from development of final system. Selection of components is also focused upon by many development models.

**CONCLUSION**

Complexity of software is increasing day by day in this era of technology. Fast and responsive systems rely on their underlying software which in turn relies on the robustness of development phases. So SDLC is the pillar for system performance and efficiency. With the evolution of component based software development paradigm a number of SDLC models has been proposed over time. This paper summarizes some important CBS development models such as V Model, Y Model, X Model, Dual Model, Knot Model and W model. Their main focus areas are discussed. One common aspect that is concluded from this study is that each model separates the development of component from the development of system. Moreover, selection of appropriate components from component pool is still an open issue in all the models.
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